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NEVER SIT STILL FOR CONVENTION.

A chair should only be as stationary as the mind of its occupant. And its design should make

the occupant comfortable without yielding to complacency. Made mobile to keep pace

with today’s business environment from quality materials that will last, Mesa Motio chairs

bring a more accommodating design to the table, the desk, or wherever your next inspiration

is going to strike.

MOTIO CHAIR SERIES

Inspired by the Latin word for movement, the Mesa Motio line increases your options in 

virtually any space by uniting ergonomic comfort and mobile functionality. Great ideas are driven by

people who refuse to stand still.

MOTIOMESH
In any work environment, the keys to getting

things done are comfort and control. The

Motio Mesh Chair features a series of control

mechanisms, allowing you to customize the

fit of the chair to your body type and posture.

The lumbar support is height-adjustable to

align with curve of your back. The back 

easily reclines using a synchro control,

allowing the seat pan position to tilt and

move with you. For every two degrees of

recline, there is one degree of seat tilt, and it

can also lock in the upright position. Arms

can be customized for width and height and

the chair itself can be precisely raised and

lowered. And because no one ever succeeded

in business by standing still, the Motio Mesh

Chair provides mobility to help you keep

pace with the world. Color: Black.

Whether they’re in your office for a review or a

meeting, you want your guests to be comfortable.

The Motio Guest chair is the perfect companion

to the Motio Mesh and has been engineered to

provide just the right amount of flex and comfort.

The lumbar support is designed to align with

curve of your back. The fixed base and 

armrests provide a solid platform and support for

even the longest committee meetings. Color:Black.

MOTIOGUEST


